
STORAGE SOLUTIONS
Built around your needs



Ensuring the right amount and type of
racking, combined with the correct trucks is
fundamental to smooth operations in a
distribution center or a warehouse.

A One Stop Shop built around you

Our versatile range of storage and racking solutions
gives you the flexibility to optimize the space in
your warehouse and customize your racking to suit
your individual needs.

The result is the ability to maximize your existing
assets and ensure your trucks and your storage
solutions are compatible for the best 
efficiency and productivity.

Here’s a quick introduction to the different types of storage
solution, however this list is not exhaustive. Whatever your
requirements, we offer a one-stop-shop solution. From fork
lift trucks and racking to training and intralogistics
solutions, we can help with every element of your
operation, just call us at 833-868-2500 to discuss your
requirements today.



Pallet Racking - Vertical Storage Solutions
As the cost of building space continues to soar, the key solution is to
elevate! Achieving your storage goals hinges on the right pallet rack
system design. 

Our engineers and install experts excel in meeting diverse storage
needs to make every square foot count so that you can get the most
out of your investment.

Triple your Storage and Inventory Volume with us today.
On-site Storage Optimization
In-house Licensed Contractor
Expansion / Relocation Experts
We Handle Your Entire Project
Instant Trade-in Value Offers
Call for Free Layout Consultation



VNA Pallet Racking Wide Aisle Pallet Racking

VNA pallet racking offers many benefits for
warehouses and distribution centers, making it a
popular choice for high-density storage needs.
Some key benefits include:
• Increased Storage Capacity: The compact
design of VNA pallet racking allows for more pallets
to be stored in a given space compared to
traditional racking systems.
• Improved Efficiency: With guided man up or man
down operation, VNA pallet racking enables faster
and more accurate storage and retrieval of pallets.
This can lead to increased productivity and reduced
labor costs.
• Better Space Utilization: By using the height of
the warehouse, VNA pallet racking maximizes space
utilization without sacrificing accessibility to stored
goods.
• Flexibility: VNA pallet racking can be customized
to fit the specific needs and layout of a warehouse,
making it a versatile storage solution. K

Our expansive aisle pallet racking
system seamlessly houses
palletized items, promoting
efficient storage with the use of
Reach and Counterbalance Forklift
Trucks. 

This system is customized to fit
your specific requirements,
considering variables like height,
depth, and beam lengths to
maximize space usage.

Our versatile racking system is also
adaptable, offering a variety of
accessories such as wire mesh or
timber decking, pallet supports,
and rack protection to cater to your
unique needs.



Cantilever Racking Drive In/Through Pallet Racking
Cantilever racking is a specialized storage solution
designed for storing long lengths or oversized
products. It is commonly used in warehouses,
manufacturing facilities, and distribution centers to
store items such as lumber, pipes, metal sheets, and
furniture.

The design of cantilever racking takes into
consideration the specific requirements of 
each customer, including the desired height, length,
arm pitch, and capacity. This ensures that the racking
system is optimized for maximum efficiency and
storage space utilization.

With its unique design and customizable features,
cantilever racking provides a practical and efficient
solution for storing large and heavy items in an
organized manner.

So, if you have large or awkwardly shaped products
that need to be stored, consider using cantilever
racking for a more organized and space-saving
solution.

When the need for maximum storage 
capacity is paramount, Drive in/Through Pallet
Racking presents an economical solution. 

However, due to its design, this type of racking
system has limited pallet accessibility and
slower operation, thus requiring a suitable SKU
profile.

This racking type is particularly favored in cold
storage or freezer applications thanks to its
space optimization capabilities.



Racking Inspection - You’re in Safe Hands. A One-Stop Shop Solution
What is a racking inspection?
Racking inspections aim to identify and fix any damage, defects, or hazards that could pose a risk to
workers, goods, or the racking system. Racking inspections are required by law and should be carried
out at least once a year by a qualified expert. 

The Health and Safety Executive (HSE) recommends having a racking inspection by a SEMA approved
racking inspector (a SARI) at least once a year.

Your racking should be:
• In good condition
• Can be used safely
• Installed correctly

Why do I need an inspection?
Regular racking inspections not only ensure you stay legally compliant, but also ensure any safety risks
are picked up instantly. Identifying (and rectifying) damage as it happens means you reduce the risk of
racking collapsing, damage to your property, as well as serious injury to your staff. 

How can Total Warehouse help?
Our intralogistics team are fully trained to inspect your racking systems. 
Once the inspection is complete, they will provide a full report, giving you peace of mind that your
storage system is safe and secure.

No employee should work in fear of their safety – 
Book your inspection today with one of our experts at 888-868-2500.

Lighting


